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FOOD DEMAND ANDWELFARE
IN SLOVENIA

Emil Erjavec, Jernej Turk, Leonard
Miui, George MergosändToma Cunder

ABSTRACT
This paper provides an econometric analysis of food demand that contributes to a better understanding of
changes taking place in the structure and evolution of food demand in Slovenia. Its objective is to estimate
price and income elasticities of food demand in Slovenia and draw inferences about the impact of transition.
Since the use of tirne-series data is inappropriate, Household Budget Survey data for 1988 and 1993 were
used to estimate consumption trends and undertake an analysis of food demand forthe fwo years. The paper
estimates a IA/AlD§ demand system for seven food groups. The estimated price and income elasticities are of
magnitudes usuallyfound in demand analysis of developed market economies.

Keywords:
SLOVENIA, FOOD DEMAND ANALYSIS, TRANSITION ECONOMIES

1. Introduction
This study was undertakenin order to analyse the demandfor basic food commodities during the first
stage of a transformationof the economic systemin Slovenia, i.e. at the beginning of the 1990s. The
hypothesis is that a process of transition generally enhances sensitivity in consumer behaviour on
food markets (higher price elasticities), but this enhancement may not be so vigorous in the case of
Slovenia where by comparison with other Central and Eastern European countries (CEECs) no such
drastic macroeconomic changes have taken place.
Indeed, Slovenia and Poland are the only two CEECs which retained small and highly fragmented
agriculturalstructuresthat
are characterised by adiffusesystem
of part-timefarmswithselfsubsistent production. However, these farms constituted an important source of market supply for
fruit, vegetables and several types
of meat. Hence agricultural households would have quite different
consumption
habits
to those
of
non-agricultural
households.
Numerous
sources
infer
that
discrepanciesin the levels of socio-economicstandardemergingacrossthevariousstrataof
Slovene society are increasing steadily. These changes would mainly affect the greater percentages
of the populationbelongingeither to lower or higherincomegroups. A majorobjectiveof this
empirical studywas to capture these transitional effects
on the demand for food productsin Slovenia.
The sole econometric analysis of food demand in Slovenia was made with the estimation of Engel
curves, using the budget survey data from 1983 (Nose).
system demand approach is a common
feature of the vast majority
of modern empirical demand analyses.
A whole bodyof modern literature
on food demand analysisis almost exclusively tiedto demand models based on large statistical sets
ofinformationwhichoriginatefromvariousbudget(expenditure)surveys.
A problemarises,
however, when an attemptis made to identify complex demand systemsin transition economies, for
which the available data do not always permit the estimation of sophisticated econometric models.
The reviewing of, and simultaneous accounting for, possible data discrepancies are therefore two
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crucial tasks involved in an evaluation of consumer behaviour within a non-market regulated socioeconomicenvironment. In thisstudy,however,attemptshavebeenmade
to applyamore
sophisticated food demand analysis in order
to evaluate the changesin consumption patterns during
the transitional period. Undoubtedly, this constitutes a refinement
on the approach made by Nose.
A studyof the demandfor food productsin Slovenia is made so that consumption patterns during two
different development stages in the Slovene economy (pre-transitional and post-transitional periods)
can be compared. The structure of the paper is as follows; firstly, the literature on some recent
demandstudiesisreviewed,andadvantagesand/orshortcomingsofdifferentmethodological
procedures are discussed accordingly. After an analysis of the relevance of the various approaches
whichmettheobjectives,acomparisonisundertaken
of behaviouralpatternsexhibitedby
consumers during two different economic periods. A demand system approach has been chosen to
estimate food consumption parameters in Slovenia. In the light of this, special emphasis is placed
upon the existing data structure used in the empirical analysis. Finally, empirical results are used to
derive policy conclusions.

2. Methods

-

2.1. Methodology in DemandAnalysis a review

the literature

From the beginning, price liberalisation has been the most difficult and painful element of change
in
the transition processin the CEECs. As those countries liberalise their economies and move from a
planned to market-orientated
a
environment,
the
emerging
difficulties
and
uncertainties
at
macroeconomiclevel are substantial;however,theirimpactatthemicro-level
is evenstronger,
affecting not only welfare but also
The realignment of severely
distorted prices and changesin real income levels is hzving considerable impacton the structure of
foodconsumptionandnutrition,withsignificantimplicationsforhouseholdwelfare.
As food still
constitutes a large proportion oftotal consumption expenditure, analysing own-price and cross-price
effects at a micro-level becomes fundamental to an assessment of the impact of price policies on
welfare.

4

Different food demand structures evolve from different socio-economic, demographic and institutional
factors. These differences within a food distribution network can
be detected from several price and
expenditure elasticities. Nowadays, two basic approaches are generally used in demand analysis.
The first is the traditional one, based
the estimation of Engel curves whence food expenditure
and income elasticities are subsequently derived. This approach
is frequently applied in cases where
the available data do
not permit very sophisticated modelling techniques. Another way
to arrive atan
econometricestimation is toconstructademandsystemandfrom
it computecompensated
(Hicksian) and/or uncompensated (Marshallian) price and expenditure elasticities.
Within the context of setting up empirical demand analysis in the CEECs, of
one
the most illustrative
examples of how to conduct simple demand analysis using the single equation estimation approach
is to be found in theworkofShaffer.
He usesestimatedEngelcurves
to analysehousehold
expenditure patterns in Lithuania. Semilog and double-log functional specifications were chosen in
order to compute the income elasticities for urban and rural households. Engel function modelling
presupposes that thereisa
valid empiricalrelationshipbetweenexpenditureonvarious(food)
products and total income. Because of poor price data and alternate curve shapes (i.e. for normal
and inferior goods), Shaffer speculatesthat the use of the Engel function, at least in the Lithuanian
case, may have certain advantages over any system demand analysis. A two-fold estimation
of
Engel curves was made. While in the first budgeting stage it was assumed that each household
allocates its total income earned into five commodity groups (food, non-food, housing, services and
savings), the second budgeting stage involved the examination of the structure of expenditure 11
on
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food products. In addition, a dummy variable was introduced
to test for different slopes between
urban and rural households. Cross-section data for seven urban and seven
rural observations in
1989 were estimated using the Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS) method. The main shortcoming of
this
modellingapproachisthefact
that theobservations are means(averages)anddo not refer to
individual households. In this case, the variance will be smaller than that resulting from the use of
data from individualhouseholds.Due to theabsenceofindividualobservations,theproblemof
heteroscedasticity,which is aplausible one, is not madeapparent.Derivedfoodexpenditure
elasticities for 11 food groups range between 0.51 (breads) and 1.84 (fats and oils). In both cases
(urban and rural households) and
for both specificatipns (semilog and double-log)
they are the lowest
for breads while at the same time the highest in other foods (non-basic food commodities). Although
a simple Engel curve modelling approach was employed, the results obtained show a relatively high
degree of consistency and are appropriate
for purposes of policy analysis.
A demand system methodology has been widely applied in empirical work through the use of the
Almost Ideal Demand System (AIDS) model, which was developed by Deaton and Muellbauer. The
modelhasmanyadvantages.Busementionsthat
the model is “groundedinawell-structured
analytical framework, accommodates certain types of aggregation, is easy to estimate, and permits
testing of the standard restrictions
of classical demand theory”.
The most popular version of the AIDS
in applied demand analysis is that of “Linear Approximation” (MAIDS). It is based on the shareweighted Stone price index which
to a great extent simplifies the estimation process.
.The application
of the Rotterdam modelas the second system demand choice was also considered
by some authors
in the empirical works (Alston and Chalfant). The authors recognise that the choice between
the
AIDS and Rotterdam models ¡involves merely an arbitrary decision as they are very similar. The only
two differences appear in the alternative interpretationof the endogenous variable and in a different
specification of the income term.
Halbrendt et a/. (1994) and Fan et a/. (1995) applied the M A I D S model to analyse the household
demandpatterns in China. Acommonfeatureof
both studiesisthatthelowestexpenditure
elasticities are foundin grain. There are quite a few luxurious food products included
in the study by
Halbrendt et al., withthehighestexpenditureelasticitiescalculatedfor
fruit (1.841).Food
commodities are in general price inelastic (the exception being meat), implying that food constitutes
an absolute necessity. The values of uncompensated price elasticities derived in the study byef
Fan
a/. correspond with the computed price elasticities in
the formerstudy.Thesolediscrepancy
in
empirical findings between the two studies appears in the values of food expenditure elasticities,
since estimates of them suggest that a vast majority of food products
are necessary goods. This
could be attributed to the fact that various sampling techniques and completely different data sets
were employed in these two studies.
Where the more recent literature on food demand is concerned, two studies worthy of mention are
those ofTifin and Aguiar(1995), and Asche ( l 996). The significance of the first study, which applied
to fresh fruit in Portugal in the period between 1976 and 1991,
is that both linear and non-linear
restrictions are imposed. It is achieved by applying the Bayesian approach for concavity restrictions.
This is a special requirement since economic theory also implies that the cost function from
thewhich
share equations are derived is concave and increases monotonicallyin prices. The uncompensated
own-price elasticities all have negative signs and indicate that demand for fresh fruit in Portugal is
actually ”two-sided”. While demand for apples, oranges and cherries is price inelastic, demand
for
pears,plumsandpeaches, in particular, is priceelastic.Likewise,Asche(1996)usestheAIDS
model to examine the demandfor salmon in the European Union over the period from 1984
to 1992.
A methodological framework does not differ from any other form of system demand analysis. In
addition to the imposition ofall usual restrictions, the co-integration test is also carried
out.
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2.2. The I N A I D S model formulation
Due to the relative availability of data and product coverage, the
WAIDS model.approach was
chosen in order to to evaluate food demand in Slovenia. The AIDS is one of the most widely used
specifications in applied demand analysis. This linear approximation
of the AIDS model uses a Stone
price index although Moschini argues that because
it is subject to changes in units of measurement,
it may severely affect the approximation properties of the demand model. WAIDS is a complete
demand system whichin reality represents the indirect cost
or expenditure function. Share equations
for individual food groups
are set thus, with the overall price index:
wi = ai + Z. gij In pj + bi In(E/P)
where wi is the expenditure share of the ¡th
good, pi is the price of good j,
anoverallpriceindexapproximated
by Stone'sgeometricpriceindex
specification:

(1)
is expenditure, and P is
to maintainthelinear

In P = Xi W¡ In pi
Thelinearapproximationof
the AIDSmodelwasselected
to estimatepriceandexpenditure
elasticities since budget (expenditure) data are available. Due to
the linear approximation of the
originalAIDSmodel,empiricalapplications
are notreallydifficulttocarryoutandresults
comprehensible enough to be interpreted with ease. In order to ensure that theAIDSmodelis
compatible with demand theory, the parametersof the demand equations must satisfy the following
set of restrictions:
up;
adding
homogeneity;
symmetry;

Xi ai = 1, t igij = O, t ibi = O
gjj = o

gij = s i i for all i, j

(3)
(4)
(44

The adding-up conditionis met by the constructionof the data, while the homogeneity and symmetry
restriction must be imposed on the estimated parameters (Asche, 1996). Since expenditure shares
clearly amount to unity, the covariance matrix of the demand system becomes singular. Hence, to
prevent the variance-covariance matrix of the residual terms from being singular, one share equation
mustbeomitted.Theparametersoftheequationdroppedareretrievedusingtheadding-up
condition.
The Marshallian (uncompensated) price elasticities can be computed from the estimated parameters
of the M A I D S model as:
eij=dij+gjj/wi-biwiIwi

(5)

where di j = -1 when i = j, and is otherwise equal
to zero.
On the other hand, the expenditure elasticities
in the AIDS model are defined as:
hi = 1 + bib.

(6)

3. Income and Expenditure Profiles
3.1. Economic reforms between 1988 and 1993
As in the case of most Central and Eastern European countries, Sloveniahas recently experienced
radical socio-political and economic changes: independence from Yugoslavia, a process of transition
to a market economy and the establishment of a democratic political system. In the initial stages,
althoughthesechanges had themagnitude of aneconomiccrisis,noeconomicshockswere
experienced (i.e., a decline in GDP); als, the loss of the Yugoslav market, higher inflation and a
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continuous rise in unemployment were all reflected in a lower purchasing power of a significant part
of the Slovene population.
Demand for food was primarily affected through the opening
of thedomesticmarket to foreign
competitors and through the establishment of new market structures. A substantial number
of small
wholesalers and retailers are now participating
in the food supply chain. Market competition has
already brought about lower food price levels in the system of agricultural supply and demand.
Duringtheperiodbetween1990and1995,anewly-designedagriculturalpolicy,though
of a
protectionist type, didnot curtail the trend in food price reductions.

-

Table l Basic macroeconomic indicators( l 990 - 1995)
1990
1992
1991
Area
(kmL)
1,999,945
Population
Demographic
(real %)
growth
1.9
1.1
Gross Domestic
Product
L

Industry GDP
Inflation

1995(e)
20,254 20,254 20,25
l,989,408 1,994,084
l,989,477 1,998,912
1,990,266
1994

0.1 -0.1 0.30.4

-11.3 -10.2 -1 l
-1.2 -6.3

-2.5

549.7

201.3
117.7 Retail prices

22.9

% change
change Service
-0.4
% change

1993

3.5

2.0
2.9

18.3

83

producer

% change

798.6

1 17.5 213.6 39.9 24.8

Industr*
producer

% change

530.1

113.3

O00
% labour
force
mio U§$

44

75

4.7

8.2

13.9
14.5 14.5 11.5

-262 -609

-44

prices

prices
Unemployment'

Trade balanceL
Current account
720
221
530mio us$
balance3
mio1,7411,8661,954
debt
Foreign 1,7002,2581,873
% of income
for food5

26.1
%

9.4
20.5 26.9 210.0

23.1

123 128

130 118

-75

25.0

13.3

26.0
26.1

170

1

-41

8

540

-108

23.0

e = estimated
(l)
Definition ofunemploymentasthenumber
of registered unemployed against the total of employees, the selfemployed and registered unemployed.
(2) Only goods, excluding transactionswith former Yugoslav republics, 1990
& 1991
Goods & non-factor services, excluding transactions with former Yugoslav Republics, 1990
& 1991
(4) Total foreign debt (just allocated debt) without reallocation
of the total Yugoslav debt
24.4% in 1986-1989
Note: Price data andGDP for 1988 and 1989 are incomplete.
Source: Institute for Macroeconomic Analysis and Development,

3.2. Data sources and explanutions
The M A I D S model was applied in order to estimate demand for food products in Slovenia, using
cross-sectiondata.DatawerecollectedthroughtwoannualBudgetSurveysconducted
in 1988
(SURS, 1989) and 1993 (SURS, 1994). Data on available and allocated income within individual
households were given to the interviewers by the household members. While the available income
accounts for the total revenue earned (including loans), the allocated assets include
all expenditures
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incurred by household members during the particular calendar year. The 1988 survey covered
3,027
households and the 1993 survey included 3,112 households, which in both cases corresponds to
around 0.5% of the total Slovene population.

-

Table 2 Income groups, Slovenia (1 988 and 1993)
Income intervals
1988 (DIN)
1993 (SIT)
Income groups
less than 3,000,000
less than 200,000
II
200,000-300,000 3,000,001-4,500,000
300,001-400,000 4,500,001-6,000,000
400,001-500,000 6,000,001-7,500,000
V
7,500,001-9,000,000
500,001-600,000
600.001-700.000 9.000.001-10.500.000
I VI1
I 10.500.001-12.000.000
700.001-800.000
I
Vlll
800,000
more
than
12,000,000
more
than
I
1 SIT = 15 DIN
SURS)

Table 2 defines the income classes within which the individual households were ranked. For obvious
reasons,differentmonetaryunits(Yugoslav
DIN, SloveneSIT)wereusedindistinguishingthe
1993 are deflated by the average annual retail price index adjusted for the monthly variations in
1988.
Thedatagatheredwerealsooriginallyclassifiedunderindividualhouseholdcategories
(i.e.,
agricultural, mixed and non-agricultural types of household). A mixed type of holding is defined as
one in which atleast one member is fully employed outside the holding. For the sake
of simplicity, we
distinguished between only two types of households (agricultural and non-agricultural), since a mixed
type of householdis normally foundin rural areas of Slovenia; therefore the latter was included with
agricultural households. Table3 shows the distribution of households over individual income groups
within the two household types. Households are assigned to eight different income groups on the
basis of annual per capita income earned.
Thereare 3,027 householdsincluded in the sample for the1988survey.Around41%of
all
agricultural households belong to the two lowest income groups and around 11% of all agricultural
households can be characterised as relatively “rich” economic entities (income groups
VI1 and
The main difference between the two types of households appears in the case of the lowest
income group where the corresponding share of non-agricultural households
is significantly lower
than that of agricultural households.In addition, more than50% of all non-agricultural households are
rankedamongstmiddle-incomeclasshouseholds
which is proportionallyamuchhigher
percentage than that for agricultural households(37.5%).
Table

- Distribution of households sampled, Slovenia
(1988 and 1993)
1993
No.

VI
VI1

Vlll
Total

107
67
110
2,239

4.8
3.0
4.9
100

152
84
212
2,191

6.9
3.8
9.7
100

14
13
21
788

1.8
1.6
2.7
100

32
22
37
921

3.5
2.4
4.0
100

121
80
131
3,027

4.0
2.6
4.3
100

T
249
3,112

%

23.2

I 100

l
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Data for 1993 show that
of all agricultural households are located in the two lowest income
groups. On the basis of this piece of statistical information only, no conclusion may be drawn about
the plausiblility of the globalsocial pauperisation of a significant part of the Slovene population. There
is an apparent trend where more households than before are ranked in the higher income groups.
The income structure between agricultural and non-agricultural households has not altered markedly.
In general, agricultural households have remained
in the lower income class of households.
3.3. Structure of household expenditure
The total householdexpenditurehasbeenclassifiedintothecategoriesoffoodexpenditure,
beverageexpenditure,non-foodcosts(tobacco,clothes,shoes,furnitureandhygiene),housing
expenses(annuities,rents,insurance,water,heatingandelectricitycosts),costs
for services
(education, postal and traffic expenses, costs related
to "social events"), andfinally other expenditure
(various repairs, gifts, fees, etc.). In addition, savings have been separately included inthe Slovene
demand dataset.
Table A I in the Appendix records the allocationof total expenditure by household income groupings
in the two surveys. It must be particularly stressed thatat 28% food expenditure as a percentage of
total expenditures in Slovenia is thelowestamongst
all theCEECs(EuropeanCommission
SummaryReport,1995).
In comparison, the amountofhouseholdincomespentonfoodinthe
Balkan and Baltic countries ranges between 39% (Estonia) and
(Romania). A breakdown of
expenditure shows that food expenses represent, on average, one quarter of the
total household
expenditure; a substantially higher proportion of food expenses
is only applicable in the case of
agriculturalhouseholds. In 1988 this categoryspent1/3of
its incomeon food,whereasthe
corresponding share in 1993 declined to
For both types of households these shares, as
expected, are substantially higherin the case of the lower income groups. Alongside
food expenses,
the biggest share of total household expensesis allocated to service costs. The trendin this case is
somewhat different, since households that are ranked within higher income classes spend more on
service costs than households belonging
to lower income groups. There is a clear tendency
for
households in the lower income group to spend proportionally more on food, beverages and housing
than those in the higher income group, regardless of their type. In contrast, richer families in both
cases spend a proportionally greater amount of money on non-food items and services than their
poorer counterparts.

-

Table 4 Total andfood expenditure by different household classes,
'l
................. ._......................

.."....................................................

Household Type
- all households
...".....income
groups I,............................................
II
...................I .............................
income
aroum
III.
. 1V.V
. ....". .....
........................................
................
- income groups VI, VII, Vlll
.....
- non-agricultural
......................
households
...... ..........................
- agricultural households

-

I

"

Y

.

""

"

(1 988=100)

Total................... ............................................ ........
Exnenditure Expenditure
1'988=1
1988=1
95
91 ....................
......
.....................................
...
97
........ .......... ............
.......................................
.................................

~"

"
I

"

1
98

I

"

....................................

......

Table 4 records the results for the two years selected, given the data aggregated by the individual
types of householdfortotalandfoodexpenditure.
In 1993,foodexpenditureaspartoftotal
household expenditure declined by
compared to 1988. The major reasons for this are a slight
reduction in total expenses (lower food intakes), and lower food price levels. Lower and, to some
extent, middle-income class households have reduced their food expenditure, whereas households
belonging to higher income groups have not considerably reduced the financial resources spenton
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food. It must be pointedoutthatthesechangeshavetaken
place primarilyinnon-agricultural
households, which in 1993 spent one third (1/3) less on food they
than did 5 years ago! It is likely that
this is not only due
to lower food prices but also to a general reductionin food consumption.
3.4. Structure

food expenditure

Aseconddistinction
in thestructure of expendituredatahasbeenmadewithrespecttothe
groupings of individual food commodities. Quantities and unit prices of seven
(7) food products were
selected. These were bread and cereals, meat, fruit, vegetables, milk and milk products,
oils and fats
and other food products. Wherever necessary, the appropriate conversion factors were applied in
order to arrive at comparableestimates.Homeconsumptionwasevaluatedusingtheexisting
producer price levels.
Table
(Appendix) indicates that there was no significant difference in the shares of food products
among agricultural and non-agricultural households. In both cases the meat category represents the
largest proportionof food expenditure and accountsfor more than one third of total food expenses.
It is interesting to observe that there is practically no difference in the consumption pattern
of meat in
eachtypeofhousehold.Likewise,thereisnoparticulardifferencewhereexpenditure
on fruit,
vegetables, milk, oils and fats and other food is concerned.
The largest difference within a category
is
noted in the case of bread (non-agricultural households);in 1993, poorer families spent nearly twice
as much on bread and grainas more affluent families.
The least importantfood items in total food expenditure in both cases tend to beand
oilsfats (around
3%) and fruit (around7%). There is a clear decrease in fruit and vegetable expenditure
for both types
ofhouseholds in 1993ascomparedtothat
for 1988.During the sameperiod,arelativelyhigh
increase in expenditure on meat is also recorded.As may be expected, the lowest variations in the
food expenditure pattern for Slovene households are seenin the basic basket of commodities (i.e.,
breads, milk and oil). This shows that, regardless of the degree of magnitude of economic reform,
consumption of the basic food products
in the Slovenian dietis not affectedto any significant degree.
In this respect, Slovene consumers may not differ from consumersin neighbouring, more developed
economies (e.g. that of Austria).

3.5. Socio-demographic factors
Theinclusionofdemographicinformation
has constitutedthe final stage in theprocessofdata
compilation. This data set mainly includes the education levels achieved, sex, and age structures,
information about which has been furnished
by individual households. Corresponding values are
giventwice: (i) for ahousehold as anentity , and (i) percapita(perheadofthatparticular
household). No special distinction was made with respectto sex and age structure when adjusting
the data for econometric estimation
(i.e., no equivalence scales were estimated).
Table A3 (Appendix) demonstrates two basic demographic features. The average
of households
size
and average age structure are sorted by each type of household into eight income classes.It is not
surprising to note that in both cases lower income households have more members that their richer
counterparts. In 1988,agriculturalhouseholdswerelargerbyalmost
onemember than nonagricultural households. This size difference between the two household types has only marginally
diminished over the period.
There is also a noticeable difference in age structure between the two household types
in the sense
that members of agricultural households are considerably older than those people living
in urban
flats. Over the period oftwo surveys this trend increased,and with more than15% of the membersof
agricultural households being over 64 years of age, it may be argued that this particular type of
household is alreadyburdenedwiththeproblemof
ageing. Due to thelackofaccurate
data,
information on the education structure is only available in the case of the heads of households for
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The education structure indicates a situation where people "originally"
from the rural areas
haveachievedconsiderablylowerlevels
of education (i.e. there is arelativelypoorsocial
infrastructure in rural areas and a related lack of interest to pursue studies further, towards the
attainmentofauniversitydegree).
The hugediscrepancyineducationlevelsattainedbythe
members of agricultural and non-agricultural households
is really quite astonishing.

4. Estimation and Calculation

Demand Elasticities

4.1 Model results
Several modelling approaches were used to estimate food demand elasticities. After the different
functional specifications of Engel curves had been tested, the AIDS model was applied with the
incorporation of various socio-economicand demographic variables (household types,age and level
of education of the household head). Dueto the lack of information on educationin the
survey,
the system estimation procedure did not include regression
at various education levels.

-

'able 5 Test results

-T

Covariance Functions

1

I

Log
Included
of
Demographic
Likelihood
Variables

S8stem
R

Likelihood
Ratio Test of
Diagonal
Matrix

- Total
- Agric. Households
- Non-Agric. Households
- II Income
Groups
- 111,IV.V
Income Grows
VI¡,- VI;
Vlll Income
Groups
- Total
ha he.
Households
ha
- Agric.
he,
- Non-Agric.
Households
ha he,
- II Income
hahe,
Groups
d,
- 111, IV,V
Income
Groups
ha
he,
d,

d
d
d
d
d..

.

-VI, VII, Vlll Income
Groups
ha
he,
d,
= dummy household type, he= education of the head of household, ha= age of the headof household

A food demand systemwas estimated using standard econometric techniques. Once the model had
beenestablished,theoreticalrestrictionswereimposedandtested(homogeneity
and symmetry
restrictions). Both restrictions have been accepted at
level of significance. With regard to the
econometric aspect and the relevant empirical estimates obtained, the specification tests for the
unrestricted model suggestthat the sample has desirable properties. Table
5 shows the test values.
These results are similar to those presented in other papers which have modelled fooddemand on
the basis of budget survey data.
Most of the parameter estimates were significant at the
confidence level. The
log likelihood
ratio test and the t-test show that the inclusion of a socio-demographic variable was justified. The
implication is that various types of household, the different levels
of education attainedand a certain
age structure havean impact on food demand.

4.2. Expenditure elasticities
Table 6 shows food expenditure elasticitiesfor different household typesfor the two selected years.
22

Detailed estimation results are available
on request
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The expenditure elasticities range between
and 1.4. Bread and cereals, vegetables, and other
food have expenditure elasticities close to one. The most elastic expenditure is that for fruit and
milk, and the least elastic that for meat. This discrepancy can be partly explained by the fact that
around 85% of all milk is processed and sold through market channels, while the corresponding
share for meat does not exceed70% (e.g., home consumption, direct sales to neighbours, relatives,
etc.). It is expected that with continuous economic growth more income,
in relative terms, will be
allocated to fruit, milk and milk products, vegetables and other food. This findingis important for the
designing of a future agricultural policy framework.
Slovenia has certain comparative advantages where
fruit production is concerned. Having undergone
various socio-political and economic changes, domestic fruit producers have increased production
potential so that it now satisfies both export needs and (gradual) increases
in dome,stic fruit demand.
The milkindustryiscurrentlyfacingaproblem
of milksurpluses.Thesituation
is constantly
deteriorating in the faceof growing competition from neighbouring non-EU and
EU countries.

-

Table 6 Expenditure elasticities of food commodities (1988
and 1993)

Thereare no substantialdifferences in thevaluesofexpenditureelasticitiesacross
the two
householdtypesbetween1988and
1993. Differencesarisewhen
an analysis is madeof
consumption patterns according
to individual income household groups. There was a decrease
in the
demand for meat by households ranked into low and middle income groups which was followed by
an increase in demand for milk and milk products. The explanation for this can partly be found
in the
shift ofconsumptionhabitsexhibitedbyasignificantnumberofSloveneswhohavesuddenly
becomevegetarians,andcanalsopartlybeattributed
to the lowerpurchasingpowerofmany
domestic consumers who are seeking new "popular" food commodities that can satisfy their needs
(i.e. various milk products).

It is interesting to observe that demand for breads and cereals has been expenditure elastic forall
income groups. Hypothetically, this may be the result of a large variety among high quality cereal
products on the domestic market. Regardless
of their income status, consumers of all sorts
are now
discovering new types of breads and pasta, which are increasingly becoming two
important
foodstuffs in the Slovene diet.
4.3. Own-price elasticities

The uncompensated (Marshallian) own-price elasticities for commodities within the food groups are
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presented in Table 7. As expected, the own-price elasticities were generally negative and inelastic.
The only exception appears in the case of other foodstuffs, where they were negative and elastic;
this is quite understandable given the nature of these particular food commodities i sugar, coffee,
various pastries, different spices,etc. Price elasticities of demandfor bread and oil were found to be
the most inelastic. This is again to be expected in view of the weight that bread has in the total
Slovene food demand structure. The most price elastic commodities were found
to be fruit and meat,
followed by milk and vegetables.

-

Table 7 Own-price elasticities of food commodities
(1988 and 1993)

During the periodunderdiscussion(1988-1993),somesignificantchangesin
the elasticity
coefficients for different food products have emerged. An increase in food price elasticities for most
commodities is most likely the result of changes in food consumption habits. in
Assome of the more
developed EU countries, the consumptionof fruit and vegetables has increased considerably during
this period;theyhavebecomeless"luxury"commodities.At
the sametime,adifferentattitude
towards meat consumption has been established. Traditionally, meat was the basic commodity in
Slovene food demand structure; however, it is gradually losingits position of importance in the diet.
The constant increases in the demand for fruit and vegetables, coupled with a growing economic
crisis between 1988 and 1993, have resulted in the situation where meat consumers have become
more sensitive to changes in prices. It is not surprising, therefore, that the first effects of transition
have produced a market situation where meat, meat by-products
and most other food products have
become more and moreprice elastic.
Generalisationscan be madefrom all thesefindingswherebehaviouralpatternsexhibitedby
consumerswithinthedifferenttypesofhouseholdsareconcerned.
In 1988, fruitwasvirtually
considered a luxury commodity and the demand for bread and cereals was price inelastic for most
agriculturalhouseholds.Thediscrepanciesbetweenagriculturalandnon-agriculturalhouseholds
practicallydisappearafter five years.Aparticularlyinterestingempiricalresultderivesfromthe
reconfirmation of no real difference in the consumption pattern between various household types
and income classes, which implies a convergent trend
in the structure of food consumption and
preferences, tastesand habits ofthe Slovene population, regardless of their socio-economic status.

4.4. Crsss-price elasticities
The non-diagonal elements in Table 8 are the estimated cross-price elasticities for 1988 and 1993,
respectively. Most cross-price elasticities are inelastic and close
to zero. As expected, somewhat
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strongerlinkages are establishedbetweenthedemandforoils,breadsandmeat,
and between
vegetables and meat (e.g. the great importance
of the potatoin Slovene food demand structure).

A comparison of the data for food consumption for the two years chosen indicates that the most
apparent changes occur among other foods,
fruit and vegetables. Whereas in 1988 other foods were
still regarded as a substitute for fruit and vegetables, this trend practically disappeared in 1993. A
largernumberof
food productswerecomplementsbeforetheprocessofeconomictransition
commenced. This situation can mainlybe attributed to the fact that thefood supply in the 1980s was
not very extensiveand was more
than it is at present.

5. Conclusions and Policy implications
This paper attempts to contribute to a better understanding of the changes taking place in food
consumption patterns in the transitional period which the Slovene economy has undergone. The
budgetsurveydatafor2988and1993wereusedintheevaluationprocess.The“Linear
Approximation of AlmostIdeal Demand System” (MAIDS) model was estimated for seven different
food groups. The empirical results obtained are considered reasonable and the changes observed
could have important implications
for producers, consumers and policy-makers.
Fruit and milk products were found
to constitute luxury goods, and with continuous increases in
consumer income, both are expected to register increased levels of demand. This is important for
fruit, given the comparative advantage
it enjoys, and also for milk products
in the light of the growing
problem of milk surpluses. The latter
is currently being tackledby the exportof milk to several former
Yugoslavrepublics,buttheproblemwillrequirefurtherattention,especiallywhentheexpected
stabilisation of former Yugoslav agricultural markets becomes a fact.
Own-priceelasticities of mostfoodcategoriesaregenerallylow,whilecross-priceelasticities
generally infer complements.It seems that different income levels and relative
prices are still the key
factorswhichexplainchanges
in food consumptioninSlovenia.Similarly,socio-demographic
variables (e.g. household types,age, education) exhibit a significant favourable
or negative effect on
the consumption of certain food products. Notwithstanding, the elasticities computed for different
household typesand individual income groupsdo not indicate any great variation
in the behaviour of
domestic consumers and thus point
to a convergencein food consumption patternsin Slovenia.
During the transitional period from 1988-1993, some important changes have been observed in the
responsivenessofSloveneconsumers
to pricechanges for severalfoodproducts.Slovene
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consumers reacted stronglyto changes in the prices of eat and cereal products. Certain changesin
in vegetables at the expense of
meat and meat products.
As far as the development of future instruments of domestic agricultural policy is concerned, some
supply and demand imbalancesin meat markets are expected, as
is at present already the case with
milk markets. This problem can even be stimulated by adopting the existing CAP mechanisms, with
producerpricelevelsforvariousmeatwhichcurrentlyexceedthecorrespondingpricelevels
in
Slovenia. Necessary price adjustments would also bring about a negative effect
on domestic milk
demand.
In order to achieve a better understanding of
all the major events that have occurred
in Slovene food
demand, an additional study, incorporating disaggregated meat, milk and dairy by-products, fruit and
vegetables, would clearly be needed. The restoration of food price stability within a market economy
is actuallyone
of theprerequisitesforthedesign
of moreaccurateandreliablepolicy
recommendations. The whole impactof the transitional period on food consumption patterns can only
be assessedbymonitoringfoodconsumptionpatternsinthe
post-l993 period,withallpossible
refinements to the methodology used here.
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